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About This Game

Defeat famous opponents in musical duels. Immense yourself in fantastic story of Frederic's endeavors. Catch all the Easter
Eggs and subtle parodies hidden in the background. Practice your skills until perfection and become the Master of the Piano.

The world of music is once again threatened. The art of soulful music, the kind that touches your heart, is in grave danger of
disappearance. The evil forces that you fought so bravely are back! And they are even more powerful and desperate. Once again

you'll need to step into Frederic Chopin's shoes and face opponents that have only one agenda - to enslave the musical world,
mass produce soulless artists with their same-sounding radio hits, and reap enormous profits, hindering any creativity in the

process.

- 10 challenging musical duels with some of the most renown pop stars
- 10 fantastic, catchy tracks, inspired by Frederic Chopin's composition and different music genres.

- Quirky story with tons of parody and twists
- Extremely easy to get to, but hard to master gameplay

- Hand-painted animated comic
- Achievements and leaderboards
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Game has most of the elements of resident evil outbreak which makes it great but the current bugs, glitches and other issues
make it unenjoyable at this state. Controls were also quite difficult to deal with. If the game gets updates and patches to fix all
the problems ill probably come back and give it a good review. But as of now its a no for me.. here is a full review of this loco

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gT6eGSIV1L8. The game lacks creativity and follows a robotic gaming experience.
I felt like I had wasted my money on this.. Wow, this game is cute, kid-friendly, and super fun.. Is it defense game?. A change-
your-environment platformer that falls short. The music, graphics and voice acting are charming and at times suspenseful. As
the game progresses the plot seems to stall while focus on the game mechanics grows. Something about the cohesion of the
game seems off and overall it is difficult to stay interested.

The input on a controller is soft. This is a problem half way through the game when a level suddenly requires more precision
platforming that is essentially on rails. If you have a D-Pad like that of the X-Box controller, any input other than exactly right
or left seems to cancel your jump trajectory. That is infuriating and forces the use of the analog stick.. Found no bugs so far in
the game
itz a beautiful artwork artwork
itz worth every penny and not expensive
so dont know why it got so litttle attention
after all itz a Premium HD edition and a hidden diam
and one should not miss it..
so letz give it a trial..
. Short Version:
Like TD's? Definitely give this one a spin unless you heavily dislike FSPs.

Long Version:
Gameplay - The hybrid tower/FPS feels very good as you can single handedly wipe the some mobs yourself, let the towers do it
for yourself or fine tune your defence in order to covers each's sides flaws or create true deathzones. There's a very decent
number of maps with varied layouts and the possibilty to maze in your own style. Your typical towers/weapons are here with a
few more original concepts in between. The difficulty feels fair, it takes good tower strategy and shooting in order to clear the
more difficult maps. Multiplayer is there too and I had great fun playing with some friends, too bad they can't help you tackle
the Insane difficulty ones so I could get those achievements T_T.

Story - Not much of it at first glance, there's material outside the game and some secrets to be found in some maps but overall
it's not the selling point. It would eventually get greatly expanded in Sanctum 2 but I'll comment on that on it's review.

Sound - I surprinsingly love this game's tunes, I often listen to game ST's outside and people give me the looks but, listen to
Sanctum's, and they praise it, they can't believe it's from a game, it's a different style. (Which I would love more of, if anyone
know' more stuff like this PM me or something, I couldn't find more work by the same guy).

Graphics - The looks fit the futuristic style and everything is clean and slick. I personally tone some of it down because all the
bloom and stuff makes the game so bright and vividly coloured it hurts my eyes but that's my preference.
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This game... Oh this game... I LOVE THIS GAME

The experiences this game is giving me are amazing, each dungeon you clear and you didnt die you feel so proud of yourself.
Each time you carry your partners in a difficult arena wave or a sticky ambush, you feel so great, with so much pride and
without limits.
And when you are low level in a epic dangerous dungeon(or arena) you will be scared, just running around trying not to die and
yet still being able to help your team. And let me tell you, this feels rewarding too. Just knowing that you werent a dead weight
for the team, and going to town with your loot handed to you with two or three extra levels you got in that dungeon. (congrats,
you are on the way of becoming a pro in this game!)

Now, If you are buying/bought the game I recommend: (seriously this some of the (actual) reasons of some negative reviews)
-Play in coop (sometimes solo can be too unforgiving. And the game feels mostly designed to be played in coop) *dont be afraid
of hosting

-Play with friends (when you are playing the game with a friend on skype or teamspeak, that "OH NO I DIED" makes you feel
so much engaged into the game, making completing quests and dungeons feel so much rewarding)

-Got bored? (seriously?)/Tired of dying?.. TRY ANOTHER CLASS. Each class is so unique with different mechanics and
possible strategies. it is almost like playing a whole different game! Take the one that fits most with your playstyle (you might
not know in the instant you try the character, so give is some time, in the first 9 levels they teach you the basics of each class)

 - - - - - IMPORTANT - - - - - -
- - - - -DO NOT CHEAT- - - - -
You might think it is going to be fun just cheat engine through some parts of the game you havent been able to go through, but
trust me this will ruin your experience with the game. I perssonally did cheat with my warrior (already deleted), but this made
the game feel a lot more grindier. It meant zero risk-(of rain)- with the same rewards and after a while (2 dungeons) i felt super
bored, i thought this game was thrash in that moment.

The day after i decided to give the game another chance, with another class, with all the recommendations i gave you. And I was
amazed. The game was the same, but the expirience was TOTALLY different. And it felt like one of the best coop game I have
ever played. (dont get me wrong, this game is still awesome solo, but too unforgiving for some people)

TL;DR : BUY THIS GAME, IT IS AMAZING, and it will give you a great experience. Replayable? im trying to craft every
weapon in the game,with each character maxing every single one of them (and im still not bored). Play in coop (with friends
pref). If you get bored (u got bored?!), try different classes. Finally, get good and dont cheat.

PD: thumbs up the review if you found it helpful. Devs are very friendly and the game is quite good with friends, I would say
something about having to pay for cosmetics but they just added 30+ free ones yesterday, so theres no real complaints I have!
Good♥♥♥♥♥♥Fat Bomb!. Good~....but... Where is Korean?. Very short demo\/promo but well worth the time downloading
and playing.
The puzzles are well done and reasonably logical with the tools you have available to you. The horror is the context and theme
rather than out and out gore or jump scares. You actually got a reasonable about of feedback to know if you were going right or
wrong where some puzzle games give you nothing until you find the solution.
Some of the controls need a bit more finesse, the final one in particular was hard to control.
Well done devs, more please.. How accurate is your controller?
Not very.
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